Through the monitoring network for cultivated land quality in county area, distribution and changing trend of the quality should be reflected. Besides, the quality of non-sampled locations should also be estimated with the data of sampling points. Due to the correlation among spatial samples, traditional methods such as simple random sampling, stratified sampling and systematic sampling are inefficient to accomplish the task above. Thus, spatial sampling method based on Kriging estimation variance is presented in this paper. The method considers the spatial structure characteristics of cultivated land and is configurable to restrict the expense or estimation accuracy, making it more flexible to determine the number of samples. What's more, tessellation polygon is used to densify the network and this helps Kriging interpolation to achieve higher efficiency than traditional methods. Furthermore, inference for the population mean of natural quality indices stays in a very precise level at the same time.
Introduction
China is an agricultural country with a large population but not enough cultivated land. Until 2011, the cultivated land per capita in China was 1.38 mu (0.09ha), only 40% of the world average. With the rapid development of economy, industrialization and urbanization, this situation becomes even worse [1] . Therefore, the rate of change of cultivated land is concerns for Chinese governments. At present, methods for monitoring the quantity of cultivated land have become reliable; some researchers analyzed and interpreted remote sensing images to keep track of the quantity condition [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, unreasonable land exploitation in China leaves a negative influence on both quantity and quality of cultivated land. When tracking quality condition, the method of remote sensing is not applicable any more so that on-the-spot sampling and investigation become necessary.
As the dynamic monitoring of cultivated land quality is the next task of Ministry of Land and Resources [7] , we have sampled seven hundred counties in China and in each county, a network would be set up to monitor the change of cultivated land quality.
With the basis of current Land Resource Survey and Cultivated Land Evaluation, the paper centers on how to design the monitoring network in county area.
Study Area and Data
The study area Daxing district, located in the south of Beijing (longitude 116°13′-116°43′E, latitude 39°26′-39°51′ N), is a river alluvium plain with a sub-humid warm temperate continental monsoon climate. The terrain slopes gradually from east to west and the span of altitudes is generally between 14 and 52 meters. The average annual temperature and precipitation are 11.6℃ and 556mm. The data used in our study was the layer of cultivated land quality of Daxing district from last investigation and the corresponding scale was 1: 10000. It included 5182 map spots, with the total area of 416.97km 2 . Daxing district belongs to the region of Huanghuanghai and the sub-region of piedmont plain of Yanshan and Taihang Mountains [8] . When designing the network, only natural quality was concerned and natural quality index was used as the attribute variable. The reasons not to take utilization and economy quality into consideration are as follows: a) Natural quality index could reflect the natural conditions and agricultural facilities of the region. b) After calculating the natural quality index, the corresponding utilization and economy quality indices will be obtained by introducing the coefficients which are assigned by Chinese provinces [8] . c) Utilization and economy quality indices are associated with input cost and grain output, so they are largely affected by human factors and spatial interoperation cannot be applied directly.
Methods
The design of monitoring network is to sample from 5182 blocks of cultivated land and place monitoring points on each sampled block, then infer the quality of non-sampled blocks based on investigation of monitoring points. Currently, most designs are originated from classical sampling models, which mainly include simple random sampling, stratified sampling, systematic sampling and cluster sampling [9] .These methods ignore the spatial correlation [10] so that they are not suitable for our study because cultivated land belongs to spatially distributed object and there are correlations among samples. Therefore, sampling method based on Kriging estimation variance is presented in this paper.
Kriging method was first raised by Matheron [11, 12] , originally applied to researches of geology mineral resources. Oliver used it in the interpolation of GIS [13] and later on the method was widely spread in many fields. It is built upon the theoretical analysis of semi-variance function, considering the distance between non-sampled and sampled points. Kriging method belongs to optimal unbiased estimation so its prediction is better than that of traditional interpolation methods. By interpolating the data of monitoring points, we can get the relationship among estimation variance, sampling distribution, spatial correlation and number of samples [14] .
Examination of the Data Distribution
Data examination is necessary before Kriging interpolation because Kriging is based on the assumption of stationarity, which demands all data values come from distributions that have the same variability. Secondly, certain Kriging methods require the data to be approximately normally distributed. Normal QQ Plot was used to examine the data in the study. In the diagram below, Data points fall close to the 45-degree reference line, approximating normal distribution. Therefore, the application of Kriging interpolation is allowed. 
Measures of Monitoring Network Performance
The performance of a monitoring network can be measured using different indices. The following lists three common measures [6] : Measure 1: MSE (mean square error) of the mean estimation
Where E denotes the mathematical expectation; n is the total number of samples;
is the real value of point x i in the region A; and term ( )
is the true mean of A. In practice, this mean is estimated by the arithmetic mean of n sampling points and the corresponding formula is ( )
. This measure is quite useful for estimating population mean [15] or total [16] .
Where ( ) 
The applicable condition of this measure is similar to that of measure 2.
The quality of non-sampled cultivated land should be predicted by interpolation in our study. As administrators only concern the global accuracy so that measure 2 is appropriate, which places sampling points in suitable positions and has the most accurate estimation through Kriging interpolation [18] . Because natural quality was the prior knowledge, formula of measure 2 was redefined like this:
Where n means the total of cultivated land map spots, which was 5182. By the definition, the higher the estimation accuracy of interpolation is, the lower the MSE is.
Design of Monitoring Network
The steps to set up the monitoring network are as follows: a) Lay out the basic network according to regular grids; the choice of grid size depends on both estimation variance and number of sampling points. b) Adjust the centers of grids which do not fall in the area of cultivated land to form the global monitoring network. c) Densify the global network by adding sampling points in tessellation polygons whose MSEs are relatively high. The workflow is displayed in figure 3 .
Basic Monitoring Network. In geographical space, using regular grids to place samples is the common way to quantitatively describe spatial variation and a square grid is the most convenient in practical applications [19] . The reasons to introduce regular grids are listed in the following: a) Sampling points are distributed uniformly so that the entire district could be represented. b) When applying Kriging interpolation, if numbers of point pairs of different lag classes vary greatly, the estimation efficiency of semi-variation function will fall [20] . c) Generally, spatial correlation declines when the distance between monitored objects increases so that the grid sampling is more effective than random sampling in decreasing estimation variation [14] .
Referring the bottom left corner of the layer, sampling points are placed according to square grids of different sizes. Using the data of sampling points, a Kriging interpolation is applied to estimate the value of non-sampled cultivated land. Compare the grid sizes and the corresponding MSEs; then a suitable grid size can be chosen for the basic network.
Global Monitoring Network. Becasue the center of a grid may be not located inside a map spot of cultivated land, we create a searching circle around this center. Choose the centroid of a map spot, which is closest to the center and inside the searching circle be a candidate point. As these candidate points may raise the estimation variance, a further observation is needed to decide whether to add them or not. The observation should be: apply Kriging interpolation and calculate the MSE after adding each candidate point; add the one that decreases MSE by the least to the basic network and take the points which make MSE decline as candidates for the next calculation. The loop stops when no point reduces the global MSE.
Densification of the Network. Adding sampling points in complex areas where natural quality of cultivated land changes intensely can not only increase the accuracy of interpolation but also be quite meaningful because there may be a high chance of quality grades change.
At present, the main approach to densify the network is to use existing points to get weights of non-sampled locations and then add the point with largest weight. A. G. Journel's method was to apply Kriging interpolation at first and get the Kriging variance of every non-sampled point, then set the point with largest Kriging variance as the new one to add [21] . Kriging variance is used to evaluate the uncertainty of Kriging interpolation [22] . But in this study, real values of cultivated land blocks were known so that error of estimation, which shows the deviation of real and estimated value, was more reliable than Kriging variance. Hence, estimation variance was used as the weight in the study.
However, points with large estimation variance may stand as outliers; to solve this problem, tessellation polygon was introduced. Tessellation polygon was proposed by Netherland meteorologist A. H. Thiessen to predict average rainfall based on data of weather stations in discrete distribution. He linked all adjacent weather stations as triangles and drew perpendicular bisector of each line to produce tessellation polygon. At last, the rainfall intensity of polygon region was presented by the only weather station inside the polygon. The tessellation polygon has the following features: a) There is only one discrete point inside each polygon. b) All objects inside a polygon are closest to the corresponding discrete point. c) The objects on the line of a polygon have the same distance to the two points on both sides of the line.
When using monitoring points to build tessellation polygon, every polygon is the control area of one point. If MSE of some polygon is relatively high, the corresponding estimation accuracy is low. To some degree, this approach can exclude individual outliers to be added. The details are listed as follows: Selecting the point of maximum variance in a tessellation polygon with a high MSE. Add it to the network only if it makes the global MSE smaller. The procedure of densification stops until the count of sampling points reaches the specific value or the MSE of tessellation polygon is lower than the threshold. Till then, the work to set up the monitoring network is complete.
Estimate the Population Mean
After monitoring network is finished, the population mean of natural quality indices of cultivated land will be calculated by following formula:
Where n means the total of cultivated land map spots, which is 5182; ( ) 
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Results and Discussion
Set Up Network Based on Kriging Estimation Variance
According to the procedure mentioned above, different sizes of square grid were used and searching circle's radius was set as 100m. In principle, the smaller the size of grid is, the larger the count of points is. But in light of discontinuous distribution of cultivated land, the count was affected by the position relation of grids and map spots. So, it is legal that sometimes smaller grids contain fewer points. Table 1 shows the number of points and MSE of each grid size.
Considering both MSE and number of points, we found it reasonable to choose the 4000m grid for three reasons: (a) The MSE of 4000m grid with 39 points was 13130, smaller than that of 3900m, 3800m, 3600m, 3500m, 3300m and 3100m. This meant that the 4000m grid contained fewer points but had higher accuracy. (b) Although the MSEs of 3700m, 3400m, 3200m or sizes below 3000m were smaller, the number of points increased significantly along the way, followed by the augmentation of sampling cost. (c) To leave basic monitoring network for further densification, we made the number of points as small as possible. Even though the searching radius was set up as 100m, from the figure 4(a) , we can see that sampling points did not cover every grid. To fix this, we set the radius as 500m and got 11 candidate points, as showed in figure 4(b) with the symbol of triangle. To follow the procedure above, three points was selected with the purpose to increase the estimation accuracy, which came down to a 42 points network. The MSE was 12198.37, less than former network with the MSE of 13130.05. 
Fig. 5. Distribution of monitoring points in Daxing district
With 42 monitoring points, we constructed tessellation polygons, as showed in figure 4(d) . Taking the cost into account, we added six points to the global network and the final MSE is 11238.32. The final network is exhibited in figure 5 ; 48 monitoring points covered all natural quality grades of cultivated land, distributed sparsely in regions of small variance and densely in regions of large variance.
According to formula 5, the estimation mean 2384.16 was quite close to the real mean 2385.76 with a very small relative error 0.07%, and the result met the requirement of design.
Results Comparison
Compared with Classical Sampling Models.
(a) Simple Random Sampling Table 2 shows twenty groups of results using simple random sampling with 48 points to set up the network. According to the table, the minimal MSE was 13171.69, which was bigger than that of our method. The results indicated classical sampling models lead to low estimation accuracy of interpolation because of the correlations among samples.
Compared with Traditional Square Grids. From table 1, the count of points of 3800m and 3900m equaled that of our method, but the estimation accuracy was significantly lower than ours. Besides, until sampling points reached one hundred, traditional grids can provide sufficient accuracy. In summary, the densification of our method is valid.
Compared with Adding Points without Tessellation Polygon. If we did not use tessellation polygon as a limit and directly added points of maximum variance, the MSE was 11680.68.Due to the fact that point of maximum variance could be quite different from surrounding values, directly adding may decrease the estimation accuracy and MSE did not monotonically decrease during the procedure of densification. This experience illustrated that accuracy could be improved when we limited the new points to the area of tessellation polygon with relatively high MSE.
Conclusion
By comparing our approach to traditional sampling methods in cost (count of sampling points), surface fitting (measured by MSE) and inference of the population mean, we can conclude that: (a) Because spatial samples are correlated, traditional sampling methods will reveal their shortages like low efficiency and accuracy. We came up with a method based on Kriging estimation variance, which takes the spatial variation and distribution characteristics into account, and involves interpolation to calculate the value of non-sampled cultivated land.
(b) When densifying the network, points of maximum variance cannot be added directly in case that some outliers appear to decrease accuracy. Introducing tessellation polygon can deal with the problem to some degree.
(c) The paper reports the way to build the monitoring network for cultivated land quality in Beijing Daxing district. By interpolating the whole area, the estimation accuracy is better than traditional methods and the statistical inference of population mean stays in an accurate level as well.
